HAD TO

CHAPTER #14 FROM

GUERRILLA GARDENING

BY THE BAND CALLED OH

LEAD SHEET
**Intro**

Music by The band called Oh
Lyrics by Frode Larsen

Had To

\[ j=128 \]

Rhodes fills on intro

\[ B^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

1. Verse  Vocal rythm more freely and laidback

\[ B^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

I'm summing up the stories so you won't have to worry I only did it cause I had to

\[ B^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

I've been seen in places yeah I've been leaving traces I admit it, girl I had to

\[ B^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

Smile for the C-C-T-V Caught in a mis-meaning I only did it cause I had to

\[ B^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

It wasn't my decision Can't handle prohibition

\[ A^b_{13} \quad G^b_{13} \]

I only did it cause I only did it cause i

1. Chorus

Female B.V.

\[ G^m^b \quad C^m^b \]

You can smell it from across the room

Like nirva-na and that sweet perfume
Post Chorus
Vocal: "Historically" ad lib.

Inst. melody

2. Verse

We say we did it cause we had to
A stupid thing an-fol-ded
Like po-lice pis-tol hol-ding
Just say you did it cause you
I think, if you are star-ving
You know; the one per-centage
Wont be digg-ing tren-ches
But keep it going cause they kept it going cause they had to had to
got to gott to
got to
did to
did to
did to
did to

You can smell it from across the room like nirvana and that sweet perfume

If going to bed is the felony then I've been a good guy historically

I can't be on a roll I'm on parole ain't no make up in this minstrel show

I'm gonna hurt you sporadically, but I've been a good guy historically

Gitar solo

3. Chorus B.V. sings more and more freely

You can smell it from across the room like nirvana and that sweet perfume

If going to bed is the felony then I've been a good guy historically
Had to have

Can't be on a roll I'm on pa-role
Ain't no make up in this min-strel show

I'm gon-na hurt you spo-ra-di-cally, but I've been a good guy hist-to-ri-cally

B.V. and lead vokal ad lib. "Had to"

Outro Vocal: "Historically" ad lib.